1. **Note:** Remove the key by reaching through the back opening of the unit.

Locate lock clips installed in upper rear corners of overhead and remove them (Figure A).

2. Determine if overhead will be mounted over the tackboard, markerboard or slat wall inserts or directly to the wall. If over the inserts, remove the spacer by removing the four (4) screws (Figure B).

3. Attach brackets onto the overhead unit as shown in (Figure C), before putting anything on the wall.

4. Position lock clips so unnotched flange engages along side the second hook in rear brackets. Reinstall screw into each clip (Figure D).

---

**Package Contents**

- Unit 1
- Brackets 2
- Spacer 1
- #10 x 1/2" PHP SM Screw 4

---

**Recommended Tools**

- Screwdriver

---

 Proper product installation, in accordance with these instructions, is the responsibility of the installing agent. If you have any questions concerning these instructions, please call National Customer Service.
Using two (2) or more people, attach the overhead to the wall rail by tilting and engaging the brackets into the channel in the slot on top of the upper wall rail (Figure E).

**Caution:** Inspect the brackets to ensure they are properly engaged over and under the wall rail (Figure F).

Tilt overhead out slightly. Carefully slide support bar between overhead and tile until mounting plates are flush with bottom of overhead. Attach with four #10 x 1/2” screws provided. (Figure G).

Tilt overhead out slightly and slide to final position.